
ColorJoint Compact Laminate Countertop Joint Sealant

Key Features:
Include ColorJoint color matched 
adhesive with every Compact 
Laminate countertop sale.  One is 
required per mitre joint to ensure 
correct joint installation.

Compact laminate countertops are an 
emerging market trend that offer great 
impact and moisture resistance, and 
are hardwearing and easy to clean.

� ColorJoint is a new color matched 
quick grab adhesive and sealant for 
Compact Laminate countertops.

� ColorJoint is the latest generation, 
high performance toughened 
polymer technology.  It is a super 
strength formula, tough and fast 
curing and has excellent bond 
strength, giving instant grip without 
support.

� Product is color matched to 
countertop to give a seamless 
fi nish. It is available in 6 popular 
colors.

� ColorJoint is an excellent gap or 
joint fi ller, has very little shrinkage, 
and is UV stable. It lasts longer in 
the joint and does not pick up dirt 
like silicone.

� ColorJoint is fast curing even at low 
temperatures, this means worktops 
are ready to use in 4 hours.

� It is environmentally friendly, 
containing no solvents.  There is 
no smell or fumes during or after 
installation.

� ColorJoint has a 12 month shelf 
life (unopened and stored per 
recommendations)

Directions for Use:
Ensure the area to be sealed is dry 
and free from dust and grease.  Apply 
a bead around the leading edge of the 
joint and the bolt slots.  Quickly bring 
the countertops together allowing the 
excess sealant to squeeze out of the 
joint, align the two sides and tighten 
the bolts fully.  The excess sealant 
should be removed with the applicator 
or a spatula and then cleaned with a 
clean cloth wiping across the joint.  
Allow to cure for 4 hours before use.

6 standard colours in stock:
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Cygnus Pearl Iron Grey

Bright White Newport Grey Sand

Black


